protein background. The proteins induced by the Xenopus somatic nuclei were analysed by methods similar to those shown in figure 1. The results from this experiment showed that:
(a) Several Xenopus oocyte-specific proteins are expressed -that is, proteins normally synthesized by Xenopus oocytes but not by the cultured cells used as nuclear donors.
( b) Several proteins normally synthesized in both types of cells are also expressed.
(c) None of the cultured cell-specific proteins is detectable. We conclude from these experiments that amphibian oocytes contain components which are able to reprogram gene expression by the injected nuclei, in the absence of cell division; this involves a turning on of oocyte-genes that were previously inactive in the somatic nuclei. Gene expression by injected nuclei is therefore a highly selective and biologically meaningful process. Gene transcription and translation can also be obtained after injecting purified DNAs into oocytes, and this work is reviewed in this volume by Gurdon, Wyllie & De Robertis (1978) . We believe that injected oocytes, which provide the natural conditions of living cells in an experimentally analysable situation, may be able to contribute to a better understanding of eukaryotic transcription. 
